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PUBLISHER’S NOTE

A New Season Brings Change

T

he chill of winter has given way to the
first weeks of spring, and with that
comes a feeling of change. Perhaps
it is spurred by the CDC’s recent change to
its masking guidance and the way it tracks
and monitors COVID-19 activity to make
those decisions. Perhaps it is the collective feeling that we are entering the next
phase of the pandemic. Perhaps it is the
much anticipated return to the in-person
format for a handful of conferences in the
infection prevention space. Whatever it is,
it is a welcome change of pace.
Another change is upon us, as well,
as we welcome Tori Whitacre as the new
editor of Infection Control Today®. She has
spent her first few weeks liaising with the
Editorial Advisory Board, booking travel
for upcoming meetings, and immersing
herself in the world of infection preven-
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tion and control. Please feel free to reach
out and introduce yourself at twhitacre@
mjhlifesciences.com.
Our cover story for this issue of Infection
Control Today® focuses on the role of water
as an overlooked source of infection in and
around hospitals (page 18). Author Jan Dyer
offers tips for health care professionals to
help protect against waterborne infections
from water-damaged plaster causing an
outbreak of Mucor to deionized water
from a hospital pharmacy triggering an
outbreak of Exophiala jeanselmei.
Anjali Bisht, MPH, CIC, takes the topic
a step further on page 25 with an article
exploring how infection preventionists
(IPs) can provide valuable input during
construction projects to prevent environmental infection.
On page 32, Rebecca Leach, MPH,
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RN, CIC, dives into the sometimes complicated relationship between IPs and
clinicians and shares best practices for
successful collaboration.
Finally, on page 28, we feature a fascinating article from Edward Nardell,
MD, that rethinks the application of air
disinfection in the era of COVID-19.
We here at ICT® strive to present a diverse
menu of content to professionals including
IPs, nurses, environmental service specialists, vascular access teams, hospital administrators, staff in long-term care facilities,
and operating department professionals. We
cannot do that without the help of experts
and our readers. Please send any feedback
or ideas to Alexandra Ward, vice president
of content, at award@mjhlifesciences.com.
Thank you for reading,

Mike Hennessy Jr
President and CEO
MJH Life Sciences®
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BUG OF THE MONTH

hand hygiene

I'm Mostly Harmless, Until
I Contaminate Your Food
BY TORI L. WHITACRE
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To discover who I am, visit

InfectionControlToday.com/
view/april-2022-bug-month
blood vessel walls, and, in some cases,
neurologic damage.
So where do I come from? I can be
found in ground meat that is not cooked
thoroughly, other raw or undercooked
meat and poultry, raw or lightly cooked
eggs, and raw shellfish. In addition, I can
hide in untreated/unpasteurized milk,
vegetables and fruit tainted with contaminated water, unpasteurized fruit juices,
and yogurt and cheese made from raw
milk. Even utensils used to cut uncooked
meat and then used on other food can
carry traces of me. You also may invite
me into your system by ingesting contaminated water from a pool or pond or
by playing with animals and not washing
your hands afterward.
Travelers to certain nations can find
themselves harboring me. I am more common in other countries such as Ireland,
Norway, Sweden, Malta, Denmark, Germany, and Great Britain. To make things
worse for humans, I am also developing

a resistance to major antibiotics in almost
all nations in Europe; keep that in mind
when you travel.
I can be all over the grocery store. In
the past, I have led to recalls of packaged
salads, pasteurized yogurt, cake mix, baby
spinach and other leafy greens, clover
sprouts, flour, and ground beef. Always
pay attention to recalls from the food companies, the FDA, and the US Department
of Agriculture.
You can avoid me by using 4 simple
steps: clean, separate, cook, and chill.
Be diligent with food safety at home
and at parties or events. I can get into food
at any time, including during production,
processing, distribution, and preparation.
Even though not all my strains are dangerous or even harmful, it is best that you
stay away from me as much as possible.
Who am I?

INBEVEL@STOCK.ADOBE.COM

ey, hi—nice seeing you here. Of
course, with more than 700 varieties of me, I am probably already
hanging around in you right now. Despite
our bad reputation, not all bacteria are bad
all the time. Look at me: Most types of me
are harmless; in fact, healthy individuals
and animals normally have me in their
intestines. Some of my strains cause mild
to severe illness, though.
I have the distinction of being among
the top company when it comes to causing
illness in humans, and I am one of the
most infectious bacteria in the world.
However, I am well known. I also have
been studied extensively because of my
prevalence in and relationship to humans.
Humans can be exposed through water
or food contaminated with me, and symptoms typically start between 2 and 5 days
after exposure, usually lasting 5 to 10 days.
Typically, they will have only minor symptoms such as diarrhea. However, a few
strains of me cause more severe adverse
effects, including bloody diarrhea, stomach
cramps, seizures, fever, and vomiting. I
can even cause urinary tract infections
(UTIs). Up to 90% of all UTIs are caused
by strains of me.
Although healthy adults are not as
threatened by me, you want to keep me
away from young children, older adults,
and individuals with weakened immune
systems, because I am a greater threat.
They also have a greater risk of developing hemolytic uremic syndrome, which
can cause kidney failure, destruction of
red blood cells, damage to the lining of
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LITERATURE REVIEW

long-term care

BY TORI L. WHITACRE

Nearly all high-touch surfaces in a recent
study of 11 long-term care (LTC) facilities in South Carolina tested positive for
crAssphage, a DNA bacteriophage useful
in indicating human fecal contamination,
and adenosine triphosphate (ATP), the
organic compound that can help evaluate
the efficacy of cleaning. Handrails, equipment controls, and patient beds were the
most contaminated sources.
These results, published recently in the
American Journal of Infection Control, support
the use of multiple hygienic monitoring
tools to quantify levels of contamination
before and after cleaning as health workers
in LTC facilities work to reduce the high
rates of diarrheal illness, such as Norovirus
and/or Clostridioides difficile infection.
“We designed a study to help LTC facility directors and environmental service
staff better direct their existing cleaning
efforts by identifying the surfaces most
often contaminated with high levels of
fecal material,” Jennifer Cannon, PhD,
lead author of the study, told Infection
Control Today®. “This is important because
noroviruses and C difficile, which cause the
most diarrheal diseases among LTC facility
residents, are transmitted through feces.”
The investigators contacted 113 LTC facilities about participating in site visits
to conduct the environmental hygiene
evaluation, and 11 agreed; 9 were skilled
nursing facilities (1 of which was also a
nursing home), another was a nursing
home, and the last was a continuing care
retirement home. The number of beds
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in each facility ranged from 36 to 220
(median, 132 beds). The median capacity
of beds filled in each facility was 90% at
the time of the site visits and ranged from
68% to 100%.
The team tested at least 30 high-touch
surfaces and locations for ATP, Norovirus,
and crAssphage, including handrails on
patient beds, common area hallways,
door handles, equipment and TV controls,
physical therapy equipment, and tables
and chairs. The team found that more
than 90% of the surfaces tested positive for
crAssphage or returned failing ATP scores
compared with manufacturer-suggested
threshold values.
Although Norovirus contamination was
not detected on any surface, investigators
found that handrails, equipment controls,
and patient beds were 4 times more likely
than other surfaces or locations to have
high levels of crAssphage (odds ratio [OR],
4.1; 95% CI, 2.0-8.5; P < .001 for handrails
and OR, 3.6; 95% CI, 1.1-12.8; P < .05 for
equipment controls). Further, investigators
found high levels of ATP and crAssphage
on patient bed handrails and tables and
chairs in patient lounges.
“This information is primarily important for LTC facility directors and environmental service staff or those responsible
for designing and implementing infection control practices,” Cannon told ICT®.
“These tools give them a quantitative way
to monitor surface cleanliness over time
and make improvements to their existing
cleaning practices as needed.”
Cannon told ICT® she was surprised
that so many high-touch surfaces were

contaminated with organic and fecal
material, but she qualified that detecting
fecal material is not the same as detecting
infectious microorganisms. She noted that
the study was not designed to evaluate the
risk of diarrheal illness associated with
fecal contamination of environmental
surfaces, and she thinks that issue might
be interesting to explore in future studies.
“Most importantly, we think our findings
will really help LTC facility directors and
environmental services staff identify
where they can enhance their cleaning
efforts,” Cannon said. “Monitoring surface
hygiene routinely over time and using
that data to make improvements to their
existing cleaning practices would benefit
LTC facilities, particularly if included as
part of their infection prevention programs. Further studies might explore the
impact of implementing a hygiene monitoring program in reducing the number
of diarrheal illnesses and deaths among
residents in LTC facilities.” 
REFERENCES AVAILABLE AT
INFECTIONCONTROLTODAY.COM

TOA555@STOCK.ADOBE.COM

Handrails, Equipment Controls Are Among
Most Contaminated High-Touch Surfaces
in Long-Term Care Facilities
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Hospital Mattress Damage Is a
Potential Threat to Patient Safety
BY TORI L. WHITACRE

Damaged beds and mattresses are common in hospitals and can potentially place
patients at increased risk of infection.
These are the findings of a study recently
published in Infection Control & Hospital
Epidemiology. The investigators assessed
the conditions of beds and mattresses
in 4 hospitals in the midwestern United
States. Investigators evaluated 727 beds
and mattresses, finding that 523 (72%)
had damage, 340 (47%) needed mattress cover replacement, and 183 (25%)
required replacement of the entire mattress. “The results of this study reaffirm
what previous research has shown—that
cleaning methods used at hospitals today
are inadequate, potentially endangering
patients,” Edmond A. Hooker, MD, DrPH,
author of the study and a professor at
Xavier University in Cincinnati, Ohio, said
in a statement.
For the study, each of the 727 beds and
mattresses was examined by opening
the mattress, then the mattress core was
visually evaluated for evidence of damage.
Next, an LED was used to identify smaller
punctate defects in the cover. Finally, the
bed frames were examined for evidence
of rust.
The investigators collected data on
mattress model, bed model, and mattress
date of manufacture (if tag was present).
They also noted stains present on the mattress cover (external surface of the bottom
cover, inside top of cover, inside of bottom
cover) and damage to zipper or outside air
connections. Punctate defects in the cover
were found with and without LED. Also

WWW.INFECTIONCONTROLTODAY.COM
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found were holes in the fire barrier, foam
damage (compression, tearing, or crumbling), damage to inside air connections,
unacceptable gel compression (greater
than 3.2 cm), and rust on bed deck.

Because of infection risk, the CDC, the
FDA, and mattress manufacturers recommend replacing damaged mattresses and
covers. The American Hospital Association
states that the life of a typical mattress is
5 years; mattress manufacturers put that
figure at only 1 to 3 years.
Most beds needed a replacement
Hooker cited some limitations of the
study,
beginning with where the beds were
of the entire mattress:
located. Although hospitals were involved
in the study, they were all part of a single
174 (95%) had large staining
health care system. Second, the beds and
(greater than 15.2 cm)
mattresses were primarily from a single
visibly present.
manufacturer. Fewer than half of the
727 mattresses (300, or approximately 41%)
had tags denoting manufacturing dates. Of
Of the 183 beds needing replacement
those, replacement of the cover in 151 (50%)
of the entire mattress, 174 (95%) had large
mattresses was necessary due to damage;
areas of staining (greater than 15.2 cm) vis123 (81%) of those mattresses were less
ibly present. Of the remaining mattresses,
than 4 years old. Complete replacement,
6 had gel failure and 3 had no reason for
including cover and core, from damage
failure recorded. A total of 340 covers
was necessary for 58 mattresses (19%) for
needed replacement, 176 (52%) of which
which manufacturer tags were available,
had visible holes or staining of
and 33 (57%) of those had been in
the inside of the cover. Of the total
use less than 4 years.
727 beds, there was fire damage
Because mattresses are the
in 79 (11%) of the beds. The inveshighest-touch element for a hostigators found bed deck rust on
pitalized patient, the risk of infec
175 beds (24%) and widespread
tion is potentially higher with a

rust on 65 beds (9%).
damaged mattress. The results
Subscribe
today!
Hooker reported that the study
of this study indicate that regular
“showed that most beds (72%) in a
inspections of all mattresses and
hospital system in the midwestern
bed frames—regardless of age—
United States had damage. This research is
must be conducted to minimize infection
the first to demonstrate that many of the
risks for patients. 
failed mattresses were less than 4 years
REFERENCES AVAILABLE AT
old and that the prevalence of rust on the
INFECTIONCONTROLTODAY.COM
bed decks was substantial.”
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Calculating Return-to-Work COVID-19
Policies Is a Balancing Act for Hospitals
BY FRANK DIAMOND

When it comes to staffing hospitals, public
and private health care officials strive to
reach a balance between the safety of health
care professionals (HCPs) and the ability of
institutions to function properly, especially
during COVID-19 surges. The issue came
to the fore last December when the CDC,
with an eye on critical staffing shortages
in the health care industry—which has
lost about 20% of its workforce since the
beginning of the pandemic—shortened
the recommended isolation time for health
care workers exposed to COVID-19 in highrisk situations from 10 to 7 days. (Sharon
Ward-Fore, MS, MT[ASCP], CIC, a member
of the Infection Control Today® [ICT®] Editorial Advisory Board [EAB], discussed the
recommendations in a Q&A in January.)
National Nurses United, a union representing more than 175,000 members,
immediately pushed back, arguing that the
recommendation puts nurses on the front
lines of COVID-19 in jeopardy. Despite a
recent minor uptick in hiring in the health
care sector, hospitals and other facilities
still face staffing shortages.
Investigators with the University of
Pittsburgh Medical Center in Pennsylvania
wanted to see what the effects of shortened
quarantines might be. They concluded that
HCPs can safely return to work (RTW) after
7 days of quarantine if they test negative
for COVID-19 between day 5 and 7.
“To optimize employee health, patient
safety, and health care capacity, extraordinary efforts are needed to address contingency and crisis planning to mitigate
staffing shortages before the next wave of
COVID-19 cases,” investigators reported in
a study published in the American Journal of
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Infection Control (AJIC). “Implementing an
HCP early RTW program is one strategy to
increase staffing availability and therefore
reduce burden of staffing shortages on the
health care workforce while maintaining
a low risk of SARS-CoV-2 transmission.”
The observational study included HCPs
working at a 40-hospital integrated health
care system in central Pennsylvania in
which employees faced a higher risk of
either workplace or nonhousehold community exposure to COVID-19 in 4 or
fewer days. HCPs could return to work
8 days after exposure “if they remained
asymptomatic through day 7 with day 5-7
SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid amplification test
result negative,” the study states.
Between January 4, 2021, and June 25,
2021, investigators tracked 384 HCPs who
followed the recommendations. Of those
participants, 333 (86.7%) remained asymptomatic. Of these, 323 (97%) tested negative
and were eligible to return to work.
“Median day of early RTW was 8 (range,
6-9; IQR, 8-8),” the study states. “Mean days
saved from missed work [were] 1.84 (SD,
0.52). A total of 297 (92%) HCPs did RTW
≤ 10 days from exposure and days saved
from missed work [were] 546.48.”
Investigators note that COVID-19 may
last for years, and Omicron might not be
the last variant to challenge health care
systems. The way those systems can meet
future challenges is to be as fully staffed
as possible. The 10-day quarantine was
established as a “conservative” way to
manage risk of exposure to COVID-19,
the study notes. Although the CDC offers
quarantine recommendations, many
hospitals and other health care facilities
will use different standards.
That is a point made recently by Linda

Spaulding, RN-BC, CIC, CHEC, CHOP, an
infection prevention consultant and ICT®
EAB member, who said that “if nurses are
still sick at day 5, they shouldn’t be coming back to work yet. But they’re feeling
pressure by their hospital to return to
work because of the nursing shortage.”
Spaulding added that infection preventionists (IPs) cannot provide much help
to stressed nurses. “IPs can listen to the
nursing staff but they’re pretty much powerless if the administration [of a hospital] is
requiring [nurses] to return to work,” says
Spaulding. “From what I hear from nurses,
they’re going to try hard to take care of
patients with COVID-19. But as soon as this
surge is over, they’re going to leave nursing
and if there’s another surge, we’re going
to have even less staff than we have now.”
Investigators in the AJIC study state that
the system they use builds in flexibility.
“We were able to flex the 7-day quarantine
period in the program back to a 10-day
quarantine period when staffing constraints eased and resume the 7-day early
RTW program when the pandemic surged
again,” the study states. “As a learning
health system, we used these findings to
inform new methods for employee health
specimen collection, including a program
for symptomatic self-testing with results
typically available within 1 day.”
Investigators concluded that “adaptability is critical in pandemic response, as
is real-time evaluation of interventions like
the early RTW program. Outcomes from
this program were reviewed no less than
weekly to ensure a safe work environment
for HCP and safe patient care.” 
REFERENCES AVAILABLE AT
INFECTIONCONTROLTODAY.COM
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hand hygiene

Best Handwashing Technique:
WHO’s 6-Step Process Is Effective,
but Data Are Inconclusive

WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION

BY TORI L. WHITACRE

The World Health Organization’s (WHO)
6-step handwashing technique effectively
reduces the microbial load on health care
workers’ hands compared with other
techniques, but there are not enough data
to conclusively say it is the most effective
way of washing hands. Hand hygiene (HH)
adherence is the most effective way of
preventing infection, yet adherence is low
among health care workers. To increase
adherence, the most effective and feasible
way of performing handwashing needs to
be found and followed.
In a systematic review of 9 studies,
carried out by WHO and published in
the American Journal of Infection Control,
investigators examined the effectiveness
of the WHO 6-step HH technique and compared it with others, including the CDC’s
3-step technique and modified or adapted
3-step and 6-step techniques. The CDC
method involves applying an alcohol-based
handrub, covering all hand surfaces, and
rubbing them together until dry.
The review, which constitutes an
update to a 2018 review, included any
studies that referred to the WHO 6-step
technique or in which the technique
described was consistent with the WHO
technique. Investigators considered
including HH studies from any country
that focused on health care professionals
or health care students performing either
a handrubbing or handwashing within
any health care context. Those settings
included hospitals, hospital laboratories,
and university hospital training facilities.
The health care workers observed included
but were not limited to physicians, nurses,
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How to Handrub?
RUB HANDS FOR HAND HYGIENE! WASH HANDS WHEN VISIBLY SOILED
Duration of the entire procedure: 20-30 seconds

1a

1b

2

Apply a palmful of the product in a cupped hand, covering all surfaces;

3

4

Right palm over left dorsum with
interlaced fingers and vice versa;

6

5

Palm to palm with fingers interlaced;

7

Rotational rubbing of left thumb
clasped in right palm and vice versa;

Rub hands palm to palm;

Backs of fingers to opposing palms
with fingers interlocked;

8

Rotational rubbing, backwards and
forwards with clasped fingers of right
hand in left palm and vice versa;

Once dry, your hands are safe.

All reasonable precautions have been taken by the World Health Organization to verify the information contained in this document. However, the published material is being distributed without warranty of any kind,
either expressed or implied. The responsibility for the interpretation and use of the material lies with the reader. In no event shall the World Health Organization be liable for damages arising from its use.
WHO acknowledges the Hôpitaux Universitaires de Genève (HUG), in particular the members of the Infection Control Programme, for their active participation in developing this material.

May 2009

Source: World Health Organization
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nursing assistants, allied health professionals, and health care
students. Ultimately, 9 studies were included in the review.
The data in the 9 studies varied. Some found that the WHO
6-step technique was more effective. Others found no difference
between that and the CDC 3-step.
“The evidence is supportive of use of the WHO 6-step technique but is insufficient to advise any changes to the current
recommendations regarding how long the technique should
be applied,” Lucyna Gozdzielewska, PhD, corresponding author
and investigator with the Research Centre for Health at Glasgow
Caledonian University in Scotland, told Infection Control Today®
(ICT®). “WHO guidelines should be followed and reinforced,
and health care workers should continue using the WHO 6-step
technique during routine patient care.”
Further, the WHO technique was determined to be more effective than an adapted 3-step technique in laboratory settings, but
not in clinical practice. An adapted 6-step technique in one study
was determined to be more effective than the WHO technique.
Finally, this review identified the need to include a thorough
description of the HH techniques, sampling strategy, and population/sample in each study when reporting the findings of HH

research. A checklist for reporting HH studies is warranted to
help improve the evidence base.
The review “showed that studies differed in terms of study
designs, data collection methods, [HH] techniques being compared, [HH] products used, their volume and application times,
and these differences could have contributed to inconsistencies
in the findings,” Gozdzielewska told ICT®. “Therefore, we need
further research using robust study designs and standardized
protocols to determine which [HH] technique is the most effective
and in what context.”
A key limitation of the studies included in the review was
that most participants were observed performing HH, meaning
their performance in everyday clinical practice may be different
due to workload pressures, noted ICT® Editorial Advisory Board
member Sharon Ward-Fore, MS, MT(ASCP), CIC.
“The WHO 6-step method for HH is the gold standard; however, most health care personnel do not take or have the time
to do it correctly,” she told ICT®. “Most clean hand surfaces but
neglect the fingertips. A method that reduces bioburden and is
quick is needed.”
REFERENCES AVAILABLE AT INFECTIONCONTROLTODAY.COM

The Halo Disinfection System®

ELIMINATING PATHOGENS
IN HEALTHCARE FACILITIES FOR OVER A DECADE
While COVID-19 has been top of mind for the past few years, pathogens causing
healthcare-associated infections (HAIs) like C. diff and C. auris are still difficult to
eliminate inside facilities.
Hospitals and long-term care facilities require reliable disinfection, but many solutions can’t reach
everywhere. Halosil has over a decade of successfully combating pathogens with the Halo
Disinfection System, which pairs sporicidal HaloMistTM (EPA Reg. No. 84526-6) with the HaloFogger®
to ensure whole-room coverage with repeatable efficacy and reliable results.

The Halo Disinfection System offers:
Proven whole-room disinfection

Touchless, labor saving
application; affordable cost

Sporicidal efficacy; kills 99.9999% of
C. diff spores
On EPA Lists K (C. diff) & List N (COVID-19)

No wetting during application,
no residue & safe for sensitive
equipment

Read the whitepaper “Evaluation of an Aerosolized Hydrogen Peroxide Disinfection System for the
™

HALO SEALED
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Reduction of Clostridioides difficile Hospital Infection Rates Over a 10 Year Period” in the April issue
of AJIC and learn how whole room disinfection reduced CDI rates at Pennsylvania
Hospital.
April 2022
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COVID-19 Boosters: New MMWR
Report Explores Waning Immunity
BY KEVIN KAVANAGH, MD

SKYLINE@STOCK.ADOBE.COM

A

s many states are relaxing restrictions and seemingly sending the
message that the pandemic is over,
the CDC has published concerning data in
the latest Morbidity and Mortality Weekly
Report (MMWR) on the waning of immunity produced by COVID-19 boosters after
4 months. These data confirm a New
England Journal of Medicine report that
cited a 6.3-fold decrease in neutralization
of the Omicron variant 6 months after a
booster was given.
The MMWR report analyzed clinical data on vaccine efficacy during the
Omicron surge. The research found that
vaccine efficacy in preventing visits to
urgent treatment centers and emergency
departments fell from 87% at 2 months to
66% at 4 months and 31% at 5 months or
more. Prevention of hospitalizations fell
from 91% at 2 months to 78% at 4 months.
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Data on the prevention of hospitalizations
after 4 months were not available.
A fourth dose is recommended for
those 18 years or older by Israel’s vaccine
advisory panel. Other countries, including
the United States and the United Kingdom,
recommend a fourth dose for immunosuppressed individuals. Although data
on fourth doses are limited, antibodies
increased comparable to the third dose
but may not be high enough to protect
against infections.
Those who previously have been
infected with COVID-19 are also not necessarily immune to Omicron. The UK
Health Security Agency reports that 9.5%
of all Omicron infections are reinfections.
Imperial College London reported that natural immunity from a previous infection
had an efficacy of only 19% in preventing
a symptomatic reinfection by the Omicron

variant. However, this is better than a
2-dose AstraZeneca or Pfizer/BioNTech
vaccine, which had an efficacy of 0% to
20% in preventing symptomatic disease.
But, unlike an infection, individuals can
receive boosters for a vaccination. The
efficacy then jumps from 55% to 80%
against Omicron.
Individuals who are not vaccinated
but who have had a previous infection
should receive a vaccination. Two recent
studies published in the New England
Journal of Medicine report that vaccination
after infection produces a significant,
meaningful increase in immunity. The
first study by Hammerman et al found
that vaccination after COVID-19 infection
produced a more than 4-fold decrease in
Delta variant reinfections, and that even
a single dose of the Pfizer vaccine produced a significant decrease in the rate
of reinfections.
The second study by Hall et al evaluated
durability of protection during the Delta
surge. Those vaccinated with the Pfizer
vaccine alone had waning immunity,
with efficacy in preventing infections
of 51% at a median of 201 days. In those
who had a previous infection, there was
an 86% less chance of reinfection up to
1 year after the primary infection. After the
first year, the protection against infection
waned considerably and was reduced to
69%. However, those who had a primary
infection and were then vaccinated had
protection of 90%. Additionally, “waning
of protection was not observed from more
than 1 year after primary infection or more
than 6 months after vaccination.” Both of
these studies were conducted during the
Delta surge and the results may not be
applicable to Omicron.
The large Omicron peak in morbidity
and mortality that the United States has
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endured is because of Omicron’s high
infectivity and its ability to avoid many
of the monoclonal antibody products,
leaving only a few effective medications
that are in extremely short supply. The
good news is that there are exciting new
medications and vaccines in the pipeline
that represent a quantum leap in how we
approach treatment of Omicron. Pfizer and
Moderna have both announced plans to
have an Omicron-specific vaccine available
by late spring.
Multiple companies and research
organizations have developed biological
products able to target areas of the spike
protein that are common to most SARSCoV-2 variants. Presumably, this is the
target that, if changed, could result in
the virus having difficulty attaching to
the ACE2 receptor. Two monoclonal antibody combinations are currently effective
against Omicron, along with other types of
SARS-CoV-2 variants. They are produced
by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) and Eli Lilly.
Both are in very short supply but should

be on the market soon.
A World Health Organization Variant
of Concern, the Stealth Omicron (BA.2),
may pose new challenges and is reportedly
more severe and infectious than Omicron
(BA.1). In addition, it is being initially
reported that BA.2 may “largely” escape
current vaccines and could be resistant
to many monoclonal antibody products,
including the GSK antibody sotrovimab.
However, a vaccination booster appears
to restore immunity with a 74% protection
against illness.
The Walter Reed Army Institute of
Research is testing a pan-coronavirus
vaccine that can carry up to 24 different
spike proteins needed for coronavirus
attachment. The Duke Human Vaccine
Institute is also working on a pan-coronavirus vaccine. Duke’s vaccine works
by eliciting an antibody, DH1047, that
was found to neutralize both SARS-CoV-1
(the virus behind the deadly 2003 SARS
epidemic) and SARS-CoV-2 (the virus that
causes COVID-19). This antibody targets a

part of the virus that appears not to change
and is needed for cellular binding. Both
SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2 use the ACE2
receptor for viral entry.
So, what needs to be done? For now,
keep your immunity as high as possible
by becoming vaccinated and obtaining
the recommended boosters, along with
following public health advice. Even variants from animal hosts will probably not
be able to defeat some of these new products. For now, get a booster and then plan
to obtain the Omicron-specific vaccine
when it becomes available later in the
spring. Then, if either the Army or Duke
vaccines are successful, plan on obtaining
a pan-coronavirus vaccine. At that point,
hopefully, the pandemic will all but come
to an end, and we will only be dealing with
sporadic infections that occur in those who
are immunosuppressed or not updated on
their vaccination status.
REFERENCES AVAILABLE AT
INFECTIONCONTROLTODAY.COM

Sanofi and GSK Will Seek Regulatory
Authorization After COVID-19 Vaccine Shows
Proven "Robust Efficacy"
BY JOHN PARKINSON

Sanofi and GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) reported
at the end of February 2022 that their
COVID-19 vaccine showed 100% efficacy
against severe disease and hospitalizations.
In addition, the companies reported that the
vaccine was 75% effective against moderate
or severe COVID-19 and 57.9% effective
against any symptomatic disease.
“We’re very pleased with these data,
which confirm our strong science and
the benefits of our COVID-19 vaccine,”
Thomas Triomphe, Sanofi executive vice
president, vaccines, said in a statement.
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“We also observed robust efficacy of the
vaccine as a primary series in today’s
challenging epidemiological environment.
No other global phase 3 efficacy study has
been undertaken during this period with
so many variants of concern, including
Omicron, and these efficacy data are
similar to the recent clinical data from
authorized vaccines.”

VAT00008 Phase 3 Trial
This trial has been evaluating a 10-µg
antigen formulation of the SARS-CoV-2

adjuvanted recombinant protein-based
vaccine for efficacy, immunogenicity, and
safety compared with a placebo. The first
stage of the trial assessed the efficacy of a
vaccine formulation containing the spike
protein against the original D614 (parent)
virus in more than 10,000 participants
older than 18 years, randomized to receive
2 doses of 10-µg vaccine or placebo at day 1
and day 22 across sites in the United States,
Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
Data from the VAT00008 efficacy study
(NCT04904549) showed that 2 doses of the
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The companies reported that the vaccine was 75%
effective against moderate or severe COVID-19 and
57.9% effective against any symptomatic disease.

vaccine generated an efficacy of 57.9% (95%
CI, 26.5-76.7) against any symptomatic
COVID-19 disease in the seronegative population. The Sanofi-GSK vaccine provided
100% protection (0 vs 10 cases post dose
1, 0 vs 4 cases post dose 2) against severe
disease and hospitalizations and 75%
(3 vs 11 cases) efficacy against moderate to
severe disease in seronegative populations.
Although there is sequencing still being
performed, early data indicate a 77% efficacy against any Delta variant–associated
symptomatic COVID-19 disease.
In participants who had received a
primary series of an already authorized
messenger RNA (mRNA) or adenovirus
vaccine, the Sanofi-GSK booster vaccine
induced a significant increase in neutralizing antibodies of 18-fold to 30-fold
across vaccine platforms and age groups.
When the Sanofi-GSK vaccine was used
as a 2-dose primary series followed by
a booster dose, neutralizing antibodies
increased 84-fold to 153-fold compared
with preboost levels.

NEW AFRICA@STOCK.ADOBE.COM

Potential Benefits and
Submitting Data to Federal
Regulators
The Sanofi-GSK vaccine can be stored in
a refrigerated temperature-stable environment, which may make it attractive
to developing countries with cold storage
issues. “The evolving epidemiology of
COVID-19 demonstrates the need for a
variety of vaccines,” Roger Connor, GSK
president, global vaccines, said.
For those individuals who have aller-
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gies associated with the mRNA vaccines or
the potential myocarditis risks in young
males, this vaccine offers another alternative to the current vaccines on the
market. “Our adjuvanted protein-based
vaccine candidate uses a well-established
approach that has been applied widely
to prevent infection with other viruses
including pandemic flu,” Connor said.
“We are confident that this vaccine can
play an important role as we continue to
address this pandemic and prepare for
the postpandemic period.”
Sanofi and GSK are planning to submit
their vaccine data to both the FDA and
European Medicines Agency. No timeline
for the submissions was announced.
REFERENCES AVAILABLE AT
INFECTIONCONTROLTODAY.COM
THIS ARTICLE ORIGINALLY APPEARED
ON CONTAGIONLIVE.COM.

We Want to Hear From You!
Do you have opinions about issues raised in any of the
articles in this issue? How has your hospital been handling
COVID-19? Have any IP success stories? Let us know!

CONNECT WITH US ONLINE AT
InfectionControlToday.com
OR FIND US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
@ICT_Magazine
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Get breaking news and
expert insights delivered
directly to your inbox.
Sign up for Infection Control Today® e-newsletters

TOP TWEETS
SUREWASH @SureWash
With Patient Safety Awareness Week
just around the corner (13th-19th
March) it’s important to remember
that infection preventionists (IPs)
keep patient safety in mind all year
round! #PatientSafety #infectionprevention @ICT_magazine @TheIHI
http://ow.ly/kkAF50AfVS5

BRIAN SHUELL @BShuell
Excellent interview with @exceedhergrasp1 discussing the association
between #MECFS and #LongCOVID. Video interview included
for those who have trouble reading.
https://infectioncontroltoday.com/
view/getting-a-head-start-on-treating-long-covid via @ICT_

HALOSIL INTERNATIONAL
@HaloSavesLives
#Electrostaticsprayers are a popular
#disinfection tool—but have drawbacks. One downside is the protection
doesn’t last & the sprayer’s ability to
deposit smaller disinfectant amounts
over a wide area may be a disadvantage. Learn more from @ICT_magazine:
https://bit.ly/3IEnHYl

ALICIA COLE @MizCole2U
COVID-19 Boosters: New MMWR
Report Explores Waning Immunity.
~ Dr Kevin Kavanagh always takes a
deeper look, well beyond the smoke
and mirrors. https://bit.ly/3vjvN5u via
@ICT_magazine @healthwatchusa
@pfps_us @SafetyASAP @PLAN4ZERO
@ptsafetyaction #patientsafety @APIC

Notable Quotables
—SHARON WARD-FORE,
MS, MT(ASCP), CIC
ICT® Editorial Advisory Board Member

READ MORE:

https://bit.ly/3hukcYQ
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“

Featured in our Medical World News® Broadcast
Infection Preventionist Role Needs
to Be Spotlighted
Lisa Waldowski, DNP, RN, CIC, of Kaiser Permanente: “There will always be a role for infection
preventionists. I don’t worry about job security,
so to speak. There are so many elements within infection prevention and control.”
WATCH: https://bit.ly/3IoswW1

Taking Aim at the “Dirty Doughnut”
in ORs
David Kirschman, MD, founder and CEO of
Aerobiotix, shares how proper ventilation can
greatly reduce the environmental strain on
operating rooms.
WATCH: https://bit.ly/35u0euQ

Getting a Head Start on Treating
Long COVID
Jamie Seltzer: “We have so much history—recent history as well as 100 years ago—to tell us
that it would be incredibly unusual and atypical if SARS-CoV-2 were the only viral infection
that did not lead to postviral complications.”
WATCH: https://bit.ly/3HjIAqP

To see more interviews with expert clinicians and health care professionals,

visit www.medicalworldnews.com

The [World Health Organization’s] 6-step method for hand hygiene
is the gold standard; however, most health care personnel do not
take or have the time to do it correctly. Most clean hand surfaces
but neglect the fingertips. A method that reduces bioburden and is
quick is needed.”

”
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Creating a safer patient care
environment with Tork Vision Cleaning

M

dispensers remained stocked 99% of the time, reducing
complaints and promoting better hygiene.5 All in all, customers found that using Tork Vision Cleaning also saved up to
20% of cleaning hours— and 100% said that the system
helped them improve hygiene.6
The pandemic has heightened patient and staff awareness in infection prevention and the need to continue to
reduce Healthcare Associated Infections (HAIs). Digital
solutions like Tork Vision Cleaning help EVS managers meet
these expectations by maximizing efficiency so that they
can work smarter – promoting better hygiene and creating a
safer patient care environment for all.

inimizing the spread of germs and cross contaminants has always been important, but it’s never
been as heavily scrutinized as it is today. According
to survey data from Essity, 90% of respondents
reported wanting increased cleaning and sanitizing in healthcare facilities.1 But between staffing issues, new and even
stricter cleaning protocols and additional reporting duties,
these increasing demands have put a strain on Environmental Services (EVS) teams to outperform – with the same, or
even less, resources.
These challenges demand an innovative solution. Tork®,
the global leader in workplace hygiene and an Essity brand,
has introduced the world’s leading facility management
solution for data-driven cleaning, Tork Vision Cleaning. Tork
Vision Cleaning uses people counters and connected dispensers that process real-time data on product usage and
traffic patterns to proactively address what, when, and where
cleaning and dispenser refilling is needed. This allows infection control professionals and facility managers to maximize
operational efficiency, while cleaning teams spend more time
on critical tasks.
Perhaps most importantly, facility managers agree that
Tork Vision Cleaning makes a difference. Eighty five percent
of customers said that the system helped them support
a safer environment during COVID-19.3 This is due in part
to helping cleaning teams save time and ensure hygiene
products are properly stocked. For example, Tork customers
report that using a data-driven cleaning system reduced
dispenser checks by 91% on average, helping them save
hundreds of hours a year that could be reallocated to other
critical hygiene tasks.4 They also found that with the system,

Learn more at Torkusa.com/vision-cleaning
REFERENCES

1. Results of an online survey conducted within the United States by the
Harris Poll on behalf of
Essity, from May 5-7, 2021, among 2,064 adults ages 18 and older.
https://www.essityusa.com/media/us-news/2021/backtobusiness.html
2. Measurement of visitor satisfaction in two Tork Vision Cleaning washrooms and two traditionally maintained and equipped washrooms at
ISSA/Interclean exhibition, May 2016.
3. Based on anonymous survey results conducted in March 2021 of 34
Tork EasyCube (Tork Vision Cleaning was formerly known as Tork EasyCube) customers in Europe and North America
4. Based on anonymous survey results conducted in March 2021 of 34
Tork EasyCube (Tork Vision Cleaning was formerly known as Tork EasyCube) customers in Europe and North America
5. Measured across nearly 13,000 connected dispensers between
June-December 2019, based on time per month that a dispenser is in
an empty status against total time per month
6. Based on anonymous survey results conducted in March 2021 of 34
Tork EasyCube (Tork Vision Cleaning was formerly known as Tork EasyCube) customers in Europe and North America

Real-time data solutions like Tork Vision Cleaning help EVS managers
increase operational efficiency, saving time that can be devoted to more
hygiene-critical cleaning and deliver improve patient outcomes.

Tork Vision Cleaning helps customers achieve up to 30% higher customer
satisfaction and shows adherence to safety regulations.2

Support provided by Tork Vision Cleaning. Copyright 2022 and published by MJH Life Sciences®. No portion of this program may be reproduced or transmitted in any form, by any means, without the prior written permission of MJH Life Sciences®. The views and opinions expressed in this material do not necessarily reflect the views and opinions of MJH Life Sciences®, or Infection
Control Today®.
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health care–acquired infections

WATER

Life’s Necessity Can Also Be a
Pool for Pathogens

TATIANA SHEPELEVA/ IMMIMAGERY@STOCK.ADOBE.COM

BY JAN DYER
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T

he water left in the shower drain.
Dialysis water. Flower vases. That
decorative waterfall in the lobby.
The ice machine.
Water, water everywhere—and so easily
turned into a pool for pathogens.
Reservoirs, meaning any place indoors
or out where water can accumulate, in all
sorts of places, expected and unexpected,
are linked to nosocomial outbreaks of
infections. Investigators from the University of North Carolina, for instance,
tallied a multitude when they reviewed
1746 reports of health care–associated
outbreaks and infections linked to a
water reservoir.1

Because the issue often is the entire
water system, everyone in the hospital is
at risk all the time. The enemy is always
at the gates. According to a 2019 presentation at an Association for Professionals
in Infection Control and Epidemiology
(APIC) Greater NY chapter meeting, for
instance, 70% of all building water systems
contain Legionella.2
Think of all the ways water is used in
a hospital. How do you protect against
waterborne infections when water itself
is nearly ubiquitous?
The first step for a health care facility is
to develop or improve a water management
program. “They should first ensure that

An estimated 65% of HAIs are associated with wet
biofilms, or the presence of moisture or liquid.
The reports varied widely in both
origins of contamination and results. In
one case, whirlpool tub water was contaminated from the drain when the tub
was filled, leading to “strong causation”
of bloodstream infection, pneumonia, and
urinary tract infection in patients with
leukemia. At another facility, an outbreak
of Pseudomonas aeruginosa in the intensive
care unit was traced to contaminated
faucets. In another instance, patients
developed postoperative wound infections after ice contaminated with Enterobacter cloacae was used for cardioplegia.
In a nursing home, patients who inhaled
shower aerosols developed Pontiac fever.
Water-damaged plaster caused an
outbreak of Mucor. Deionized water from
a hospital pharmacy caused an outbreak
of Exophiala jeanselmei. A miscellany of
nontuberculous Mycobacterium caused
nosocomial outbreaks: Mycobacterium
abscessus in tap water, Mycobacterium
avium in potable water, Mycobacterium
chelonae in ice and ice machines, Mycobacterium chimaera in heater-cooler units,
Mycobacterium fortuitum in hospital showers…the list goes on.1
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they have a water management program
team, a multidisciplinary group including
representation from facility administration, facilities management, facilities engineering, and infection prevention, with
other team members included depending
upon expertise and needed roles,” Kiran
Mayi Perkins, MD, medical officer and
team lead, Outbreak and Response Team,
CDC, told Infection Control Today® (the CDC
has a Healthcare Facility Water Management Program Checklist to help health
care facilities develop a program3).
Having a team is important, but Kari
Brisolara, ScD, MSPH, associate professor
of environmental and occupational health
sciences at Louisiana State University’s
School of Public Health in New Orleans,
told Infection Control Today® that “one
aspect that tends to have the most impact
but tends to be lacking from the priority
list is the importance of managerial buy-in.
The ideas of proactive vs reactive managerial styles and how education and outreach
programs are prioritized by upper and
midlevel management within a facility
are just as important as the engineering
design in some cases.”

Once the team is pulled together, the
process is multistep: Members need to
describe the building water systems using
flow diagrams and a written description
to identify areas where Legionella and
other opportunistic premise plumbing
pathogens (OPPPs) could grow and spread.
Thereafter, the steps are programmatic:
Decide where control measures should
be applied and how to monitor them,
establish ways to intervene when control
limits are not met, make sure the program
is running as designed and is effective, and
document and communicate all activities.
What are some areas most likely to be
overlooked? Rasha Maal-Bared, a wastewater treatment specialist at EPCOR, a utility
company in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada,
gives some pointers, with particular reference to Legionella:

 Maintain water temperatures outside the ideal range for Legionella
growth (77-113 °F). According to APIC,
Legionella can live and proliferate in a
facility’s water system at a wide range of
temperatures: from below 68 °F, at which
the pathogen survives but is dormant,
to 151 °F, at which 99% of the pathogen
dies within 2 minutes of direct contact.

 Identify areas in the facility where
aerosolization and cross-contamination are likely.

 Prevent water stagnation, especially
in medical and dental devices.

 Maintain premise plumbing, equipment, and fixtures to prevent sediment, scale, corrosion, and biofilm, all of
which nurture pathogens. (Maal-Bared
notes that the ASHRAE 188 standard
does not require building managers
to test for Legionella, given the lack of
scientific consensus on the topic. Teams
that do decide to test for Legionella must
have a clear idea of sampling methods,
tests, sites, and frequency ahead of time,
as well as what corrective actions will
be taken should Legionella be detected
in the water system.)
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Maal-Bared adds an important recommendation: Develop “a robust relationship”
with the utility in the jurisdiction to get
notifications of changes in water quality
due to main breaks, infrastructure repair,
construction, or depressurizations.
Perkins points out another area of clinical care that may often be overlooked:
respiratory therapy. “Many outbreaks due
to water-related organisms have involved
respiratory infections,” she says. “Providing
respiratory therapy may involve potential
routes of transmission of water-related
organisms, for instance via nebulized products and respiratory equipment that uses
water, either intentionally or inadvertently.”

Tracking Down the Pathogens
Every day about 1 in 31 US hospital patients
receives a diagnosis of at least 1 infection
related to hospital care alone.4 The cause of
many of those? Water. An estimated 65%
of health care–acquired infections (HAIs)
are associated with wet biofilms or the
presence of moisture or liquid.5
It is not always easy to pinpoint the
culprit. Investigators from University
Hospital of Montpellier in France assessed
the spread of OPPPs through secondary
water routes (outside the plumbing sys-

tem) in an adult hematology unit. They
identified 6 secondary routes. P aeruginosa
and Stenotrophomonas maltophilia, as well
as nonpathogenic OPPP indicators, were
detected in water collected upstream of
antimicrobial filters. P aeruginosa was the
sole OPPP retrieved from tested surfaces;
the same clone of P aeruginosa spread
from water source to dry surfaces in
the same room and cross-contaminated
2 sinks in different rooms. Three clones
of nonpathogenic OPPP indicators spread
more widely in different rooms.6
Perkins says that because of the complexity of HAI outbreaks, “most investigations of water-related infection outbreaks do
not identify a definitive source of infection.
For this reason, it’s difficult to rank the
sources of health care outbreaks involving
water-related organisms. However, anecdotally and based on CDC experience in
supporting health departments and health
care facilities with such investigations, we
have found that preparing medications and
storing or placing patient care items near
water sources, such as the splash zones
of sinks, are often identified as potential
sources of infections.”
The most common uses of water in
health care facilities are typically related

to domestic and restroom (about 35%)
and cooling and heating (about 20%), says
Brisolara. “But it’s important to examine
all variations of use within the health care
setting to look for risks and opportunities
for minimizing use and vulnerabilities,”
she continued. These include, for instance,
ensuring that the water entering the facility meets all applicable quality standards;
that the plumbing within the facility is
designed and maintained with the goal of
minimizing growth and spread of waterborne pathogens from both the supply and
waste transport sides; and that exposure
to potentially contaminated water sources
is minimized.
It is also crucial to be on the lookout
for pathogens not typically considered
waterborne but that turn up in the water,
say investigators from Flinders University in Adelaide, South Australia.7 They
reviewed studies that investigated the role
of water and water-related devices in the
transmission of antimicrobial-resistant
bacteria. Biofilms were a “hot spot,” they
found, for disseminating genes responsible
for survival functions. (Also, because different types of bacteria may contaminate
the same drain, antibiotic-resistant genes
may be transferred between bacterial
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Conduct an Infection Control Risk Assessment
(From the CDC's Healthcare Facility Water Management Program Checklist)



Identify patients at increased risk (eg, burn patients, patients
with immune suppression, patients with lung disease/
injury, patients with indwelling devices [eg, central venous
catheters, peritoneal dialysis catheters, etc], patients with
open wounds, patients undergoing endoscopy, etc).



Risk-stratify procedures and processes.



Identify potential exposures to water.
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species.)8 Staphylococcus aureus, Moraxella
the public wastewater system.
species, and Enterobacter aerogenes were
The One Water framework emphasizes
common in the potable water supply and
the need for multisector coordination
on plumbing surfaces, such as
and collaboration. Prevention
faucets. Antibiotic-resistant pathoof waterborne infectious disgens, including extended-speceases requires a comprehensive
trum β-lactamase–producing
response because the water cycle
Enterobacteriaceae and methencompasses surface and groundfor
icillin-resistant S aureus, were
water, drinking water, wastepractical tips
located in a hospital sink bowl,
water, stormwater, and reused
and valuable
hospital bathroom sink taps, and
or reclaimed water. The overall
resources
concept may seem simplistic,
a hospital bathtub. Faucet spouts
were more contaminated than
Brisolara concedes, but she says
sink bowls and drains. The researchers
there are aspects that can be complex,
also point to “flawed sink design,” such
including the dependency of the kinetics
as shallow bowls that make it easy to
on climate, season, and geography.
splash contaminated sink contents onto
“It allows us to look at the full picture,”
patient care items, hands, and the broader
Maal-Bared says. “Particularly where the
environment.
pathogens are coming from. It allows
us to look outside the boundaries of one
A Wider Perspective
building or facility and explore external
Hospitals may seem like worlds unto themchanges in the distribution system or
selves, but they are also working parts of
source water that will introduce hazards
a larger, complex, interconnected system.
that require control.”
In an article on monitoring coliphages,
For example, although municipalities
Brisolara and Maal-Bared discuss a “One
treat their water with disinfectants, several
Water” concept: managing all water in
factors may help propel pathogens into
an integrated, inclusive, and sustainable
a building’s water distribution system.
Maal-Bared gives some examples:
manner.9 This posits that components of
the water system have “overlapping and
Construction (including renovations
interactive impacts” on other aspects of
and installation of new equipment)
the system. Such inclusiveness can have a
can cause vibrations and changes in
major impact on public health and hospiwater pressure that dislodge biofilm
tal populations: For instance, monitoring
and release Legionella or other waterwastewater in communities for fecal bacborne pathogens. Biofilm in pipes can
terial pathogens has provided evidence of
give pathogens a safe harbor from
COVID-19 clusters—information that can
disinfectants.
help health officials assess spread.
Water main breaks: Changes in
Individual states develop their own
water pressure can dislodge biofilm
water quality standards, but state rules
and release waterborne pathogens, as
must be at least as strict as the federal
rules (ie, the federal rules represent the
well as introduce dirt and other mateminimum standards). Some states choose
rials into the water that use up all the
to just follow the federal regulations,
available disinfectant.
Brisolara says, but most opt for more
 Changes in municipal water quality
stringent rules, usually based upon special
can increase sediment, lower disinfecenvironmental situations such as water
tant levels, increase turbidity, or cause
usage restrictions and wetland protections.
pH
to be outside recommended ranges.
She adds that hospital wastewater has
Also, if a supplier changes the type of
industry-specific effluent guidelines that
disinfectant it uses, this change can
facilities must meet prior to discharge into
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impact how the water management
program team should monitor its building
water systems.
Taking a holistic approach comes naturally to many in health care, and it can
make a difference in everything from
building the water management team to
teaching staff how to reduce risks in the
patient’s room. “In health care, the importance of ‘One Health’ and ‘One Water’ is
clear,” says Brisolara. She highlights the
value of an interdisciplinary, interprofessional team. “The team is not just defined
within the discipline of health care, but
should include public health, engineering,
water resources, environmental justice,
social services, and most importantly, the
community served. This is the only way
to create sustainable solutions that will
allow for the holistic approach to work.”
Keeping patients and staff safe from
flotillas of pathogens is a daunting mandate.
Perkins, Brisolara, and Maal-Bared all offer
their top advice for hospitals and facilities.
“Health care facilities should remain
vigilant in keeping these organisms from
reaching patients through effective and
strong infection prevention and control
practices,” Perkins says. “They should
also ensure that they’re ready to respond
to signals of patient harm due to potential water-related organisms.” Moreover,
health care facilities should bear in mind
that it is not just about Legionella, she
warns. Water management programs
should address the many other organisms
that inhabit health care water systems and
pose a risk to patients.
Brisolara, proponent of the holistic One
Water concept, says, “Think outside of your
facility and comfort zone when forming
a team to plan and evaluate your water.”
For Maal-Bared, it is basic: “Never
underestimate the power of a good, wellthought-out water safety plan.”
JAN DYER is a writer and editor specializing in
clinical topics. She lives in Suffern, New York.
REFERENCES AVAILABLE AT
INFECTIONCONTROLTODAY.COM
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Infection Prevention and Control Are
Crucial in Dialysis Settings

BY TARA MILLSON, DNP, RN, CIC, FAPIC

T

here are more than 700,000 individuals in the United States with endstage kidney disease (ESKD), and the
prevalence is estimated to be increasing
by 20,000 cases a year.1 The treatment
of choice for ESKD is kidney transplant,
but because of a lack of available organs,
most patients will rely on dialysis as a
life-sustaining measure. Dialysis replaces
many functions of the kidney by removing
wastes and excess fluid through natural
(peritoneum) or artificial (hemodialyzer)
membranes. Most patients in the United
States currently receive treatments using
hemodialysis (HD) that is performed in
outpatient clinics 3 days per week, but use
of alternate sites such as long-term care
facilities or the patient’s own home is growing in popularity. Regardless of setting,
the process of dialysis poses unique challenges to infection prevention and control.
Some of the most impactful practices for
preventing infection are discussed below.

Bloodstream Infection
Infection is a leading cause of hospitalization and the second-leading cause of death
in patients on dialysis. The process of HD
puts patients at risk because the normally
sterile bloodstream must be accessed
several times per week. The risk varies
with the type of device used to access the
bloodstream, with a central venous catheter
(CVC) carrying a risk 7 times higher than
that of a native vessel called arteriovenous
fistula (AVF).2 Reducing risk requires optimal care of the access site, such as using
chlorhexidine gluconate for skin antisepsis,
disinfecting CVC hubs before access, and
keeping the exit site clean and dry. The CDC
has published a set of evidence-based prac-
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tices called Core Interventions for Dialysis
Bloodstream Infection Prevention that have
been shown to reduce risk of bloodstream
infection in patients on dialysis by about
50%.3 Dialysis facilities should ensure that
these interventions are incorporated into
their policies and practices.
Despite a focus on decreasing catheter
use and increasing use of AVFs, many
patients receive dialysis through a CVC,
which increases their chances of catheter-related bloodstream infection and
potential need for antibiotic therapy.
Annually, it can be expected that intravenous antibiotics will be administered
to approximately 1 in 3 patients receiving
maintenance HD. Frequent antibiotic
administration may increase the likelihood that the patient becomes colonized
or infected with a multidrug-resistant
organism and faces challenges of antibiotic
resistance. Inappropriate use and overuse
of antibiotics are also associated with
Clostridioides difficile infections.

Standard and TransmissionBased Precautions
The proximity of patients on dialysis to
one another and to health care workers
can increase transmission of infection.
Standard precautions can reduce risk of
transmission of many common germs
when used for every patient encounter
across the continuum of care. The practices included in standard precautions
are hand hygiene, use of personal protective equipment, respiratory hygiene,
appropriate patient placement, careful
handling of textiles and laundry, and safe
injection practices.4 Chief among these
is hand hygiene, which has long been a

cornerstone of infection prevention and
control. Alcohol-based hand sanitizer
is more convenient and efficient than
handwashing with soap and water and is
the preferred hand-sanitizing product for
these types of care settings.
Transmission-based precautions are
used to prevent spread of certain germs
through direct or indirect contact, respiratory droplets, or airborne particles.
Respiratory illnesses such as influenza
or COVID-19 can rapidly spread in congregate settings such as a dialysis clinic.
Identifying infected patients and quickly
implementing droplet respiratory precautions can prevent transmission of respiratory viruses between patients. Infections
requiring airborne isolation (such as
tuberculosis) are not as easy to manage
in dialysis because the use of negative
pressure and respirators is not routinely
available in the outpatient setting.
Contact transmission is known to play
a major role in the spread of bloodborne
pathogens such as hepatitis B (HBV). HBV
can survive for long periods on surfaces
outside the body and it is through this
mechanism that chronically infected
patients can infect others. Patients with
HBV and the equipment used to treat them
are isolated from susceptible patients on
dialysis. Hepatitis C (HCV) and HIV are not
as easily transmitted as HBV, and these
patients and their equipment do not have
to be isolated. Contact precautions are
not routinely recommended for patients
on dialysis who are infected or colonized
with multidrug-resistant bacteria. This
is mostly because contact transmission
is not well documented in HD centers; it
occurs less frequently in these settings
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than in hospitals, and environmental
contamination is also less likely in dialysis facilities than in acute care settings
because the patient is in the facility for a
relatively brief period.

Screening and Immunization

ALEXANDER IVASENKO@STOCK.ADOBE.COM

Screening is an important tool for detecting
disease early and preventing transmission,
especially when cases of infection have been
epidemiologically linked to transmission in
dialysis facilities. It is recommended that
all new patients on dialysis be screened for
HBV, HCV, and tuberculosis. This allows
patients to be treated or isolated before
there is opportunity to transmit the infection to others. After initial screening, it is
recommended to continue screening for
HCV every 6 months. Any newly identified
HCV in a dialysis population should be
reported to the local health department
and investigated for potential transmission
within the dialysis facility.
Immunization is an effective way to
provide protection to susceptible patients.
Patients on dialysis have a high incidence
of respiratory infection with mortality
rates significantly higher than the general
population and it is recommended that
they be vaccinated against pneumococcal
disease, influenza, and COVID-19. Additionally, if found to be nonimmune to
HBV during screening, the HBV vaccine
series is recommended. Immune response
to vaccines in patients with ESKD is less
robust than in healthy individuals because
of changes in the immune system. Vaccine
dose and administration schedules are
different for patients with ESKD than for
others and it is important to review dosage
and vaccine schedule for this population.

Cleaning and Disinfection
The HD setting presents a challenge for
environmental cleaning and disinfection
because of the demand for rapid turnover
of stations. Dialysis center staff often feel
rushed to complete tasks, especially when
transitioning patients on or off machines.
Under these pressures, personnel may
eliminate or take shortcuts in steps essen-
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tial for preventing infection transmission.
If contaminated surfaces that are turned
over quickly are not adequately cleaned
and disinfected, bloodborne and other
pathogens may remain alive and infectious
for days. Dialysis centers should allow adequate time between patients for thorough
cleaning and disinfection.
All surfaces of the dialysis station,
including the machine and patient chair,
should be cleaned and disinfected using
a United States Environmental Protection
Agency–registered hospital disinfectant.
Cleaning and disinfection should commence once the patient has left the station
to prevent cross-contamination. Internal
surfaces of the dialysis machine should
be regularly disinfected following the
manufacturer instructions for use. Written protocols outlining the steps should
be in place, and the use of a log can help
to document and keep track of cleaning
and disinfection. Elsewhere in the facility,
clean and contaminated areas should be
separated, with clean supplies and medication preparation areas having adequate
spatial separation from contaminated
equipment storage.

Water Safety
Water safety is extremely important in
the dialysis setting. Potable water from
municipal systems often contains a small
amount of bacteria harmless when ingested
because of the inhospitable environment
of our stomachs. However, even a minute

number of normally harmless bacteria in
the water poses a great risk of infection to
the patient on dialysis because the bacteria
bypass the normal protection of skin and
stomach acid and are directly introduced to
the bloodstream during dialysis. An additional consideration is that, in HD, patients’
bloodstreams are exposed to 300 to 600 L of
water per week during treatments; a small
number of bacteria normally allowed per
liter of water is quickly magnified given
the volume of water exposure.
These are a few reasons why water
quality is strictly monitored in the dialysis setting. Water systems are specially
engineered to further soften and filter the
municipal supply to ensure that toxins
like chlorine and endotoxin, and hazards
like bacteria and sediment, are removed.
Alternatively, reverse osmosis portable
water systems may be used in some settings, but the objective is the same: to have
the purest water possible. Chemical and
biological standards established by the
Association for the Advancement of Medical
Instrumentation give allowable and action
levels for each hazard. Routine monitoring
of bacteria and endotoxins in product water,
along with periodic disinfection of the water
system, is recommended.

Practice Audits
Effectiveness of infection prevention and
control techniques requires that interventions be consistently applied and reliably
followed. Staff should be well trained upon
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hire and competency routinely assessed.
Whether staff receive education through
a formal trade school or college or on-thejob training, it is important to provide
annual training to ensure competency is
maintained. Provide training on an ongoing
basis for new products and policies. Hand
hygiene observations should be performed
to monitor for adherence, and the monitoring results should be shared with staff.
Discussion of the results and reinforcement
of best practices are extremely important.
The facility’s competency program
should cover the Core Interventions for
Dialysis Bloodstream Infection Prevention
identified by the CDC as proven methods
for improving care and reducing bloodstream infections. Adherence is more
likely if the order in which steps are to be

performed is standardized. A checklist of
steps can help to ensure adherence and
can be used to assess and provide feedback
on performance. The CDC has a series of
checklists and audit tools that may be
used in dialysis centers for this purpose.4

Conclusions
Dialysis is a life-sustaining treatment for
individuals with ESKD; however, infection
continues to be a major cause of morbidity and mortality in this population.
Several agencies and workgroups have
published guidelines to help reduce the
risk of infection in the dialysis setting.
However, research has shown that these
recommendations are not uniformly
implemented nor followed in some facilities. Each member of the dialysis team has

a responsibility to ensure that prevention
practices are in place and followed, and
the role of the infection preventionist is
often delegated rather than dedicated.
Because of this, dialysis facility leaders
should ensure that there is training on
hire and annually and that competency
is periodically assessed to protect patients
from avoidable harm.
TARA MILLSON, DNP, RN, CIC, FAPIC, is the
director of infection prevention at Georgetown
University Hospital in Washington, DC. She has
extensive clinical experience in nursing and infection
prevention in acute care and hemodialysis settings,
as well as experience in public health surveillance
at the CDC in Atlanta, Georgia.
REFERENCES AVAILABLE AT
INFECTIONCONTROLTODAY.COM
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Prevention of Environmental Infection
Takes Center Stage During Pandemic
IPs can provide valuable input on construction projects, water safety,
and ventilation. BY ANJALI BISHT, MPH, CIC

A

STOCKSHOPPE@STOCK.ADOBE.COM

s the health care setting progresses
from focusing primarily on COVID19 toward living with the disease,
infection preventionists (IPs) are also
grappling with how to continue a new
era of infection prevention. Basic infection prevention principles, which may
have been placed on the back burner
for 2 or more years, are reemerging.
Staff members are now coming to IPs
for recommendations in areas where
IPs previously may not have had as
much oversight.
One subject IPs may start to see as
being ideal for more feedback and collaboration involves environmental infection
prevention. The role the area around us
plays in infection prevention has become
more evident throughout the pandemic.
As health care systems restart projects
that may have been put on hold, these
opportunities may now be revisited.
Some common environmental areas
where IPs can provide valuable input
include construction projects, water
safety, and ventilation.

Construction Projects
Construction projects in the health care
setting greatly increase the possibility of
pathogens such as mold and fungus being
present in the environment. Organisms
such as Aspergillus can be found in environments where construction was or is
occurring if proper infection prevention
practices are not followed. In healthy
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individuals, this organism may not cause
any harm or even be detected. However, in
patients who are immunocompromised,
this organism can cause respiratory illness
that can be difficult to treat.
The Facility Guidelines Institute (FGI)
is an organization that provides guidance
around the planning, design, and construction of health care facilities.1 FGI
requires that a tool, the infection control
risk assessment (ICRA), be completed
before all construction projects begin.
An ICRA organizes a construction
project by classifying the type of work

that will be occurring along with the level
of risk involved should a project not be
performed correctly. Depending on how
the type of work and risk align, different
expectations are listed for how the project
should be carried out.
The ICRA document is to be filled out
by the project manager of the construction site who will be providing oversight
on compliance. Once a draft of the scope
of work has been completed, it should be
sent to the other key stakeholders such as
those in safety and infection prevention.
If there are questions on the scope of the
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Construction projects in the health care setting greatly increase the possibility of
pathogens such as mold and fungus being present in the environment.

project, IPs should feel comfortable asking
for a job site walk-through.
Once the project is under way, and especially if there is high risk to surrounding
patient care areas, IPs should go around
the site weekly to ensure that the ICRA
is being followed. Any concerns should
be brought to the project manager for
immediate rectification.

Ventilation

ASHRAE and FGI for each area, to monitor
As has been emphasized during the panregularly, and to know what to do if levels
demic, proper ventilation can lead to
get out of range.
decreased risk of infection. The concept
of ventilation as a means of reducing
Conclusion
infection transmission risk has been a
The risk of infection transmission in conpart of health care expectations since well
struction projects, water safety, and ventibefore COVID-19.
lation all reflect how these projects require
The American Society of Heating,
multidisciplinary oversight. Professionals
Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engifrom environmental health and safety,
Water Safety
neers (ASHRAE), along with FGI, helps
facilities, infection prevention, and more
A water management program in a health
to provide best practice expectations for
must work to ensure that when changes
care facility is key in mitigating the spread
health care facilities relating to heating,
are made to a facility, patient safety is kept
of infections. Common practices
ventilation, and air conditioning
at the forefront. Similarly, even during
in health care systems, from pro(HVAC) systems. 3 Because air
periods of stagnation, it is also important
viding oral care to patients to the
circulation is critical to reducing
to review current workflows to ensure no
reprocessing of medical devices,
airborne transmission of comadditional changes need to be made.
require use of water. If microbial
municable diseases, ensuring

ANJALI BISHT, MPH, CIC, is infection prevention
areas are regularly meeting the
growth is allowed to occur in any

program manager at an academic medical center
minimum air exchanges (MAC)
of these areas, it can pose a seriSubscribe
that comprises several hospitals and an extensive
today!
for outdoor air is crucial.
ous risk to patients. Among other
primary care network in the Los Angeles region
In addition to MAC, the use
organisms, a water management
of California.
plan aims to mitigate Legionella, a
of high-efficiency particulate air
References
genus of bacteria that can be transmitted
(HEPA) filters is an added way of trapping
1. Guidelines for Design and Construction of Hosparticulates that may be present in the air.
to immunocompromised patients if they
pitals. Facility Guidelines Institute. 2018. Accessed
When deciding what type of HEPA filter to
inhale contaminated water.
February 10, 2022. https://fgiguidelines.org/guidelines/2018-fgi-guidelines/
The CDC provides resources for betuse, it is important to determine whether
2. Developing a water management program to
ter understanding of a facility’s current
it has met HEPA classification and to know
reduce Legionella growth & spread in buildings: a
state regarding water safety. The agency’s
how often it needs to be replaced.
practical guide to implementing industry standards.
CDC. June 24, 2021. Accessed February 10, 2022.
guide, “Developing a Water Management
Because air is circulated through facilhttps://www.cdc.gov/legionella/downloads/toolkit.pdf
Program to Reduce Legionella Growth &
ities throughout the year, the changing
3. ASHRAE offers course on the role of HVAC
2
Spread in Buildings,” helps explain the
temperature and humidity of the outdoors
systems on infection control. News release. American
Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning
steps that should be taken in creating a
can affect the HVAC system indoors. To
Engineers. March 23, 2020. Accessed February 10,
water management plan.
curb the potential for microbial growth,
2022. https://www.ashrae.org/about/news/2020/
ashrae-offers-course-on-the-role-of-hvac-systemsIPs who may not know much about
it is important to review temperature
on-infection-control
their facility’s water management plan
and humidity standards as provided by
should reach out to their facilities team
to discuss and partner in the creation of a
We Want to Hear From You!
plan. One of the first priorities is to create
a diagram of how water enters and leaves
How has your hospital been handling COVID-19?
the facility. This allows potential hazards
Have any IP success stories? Let us know!
such as fountains, stagnant water, and
Connect with us online at InfectionControlToday.com
high-risk units to be better identified.
With these risks recognized, mitigation
or find us on social media @ICT_Magazine
strategies can be put in place.
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Fans, Filters, Rays, or Ions?
Rethinking the application of air disinfection in the era of COVID-19.

I

first wrote a commentary with a similar
title more than 30 years ago during the
1985-1992 resurgence of drug-resistant
tuberculosis (TB) in the United States.1 The
point was to make clear the quantitative
differences between the 3 recommended
environmental control interventions at the
time: ventilation (fans) and room air cleaners
(filters)—both moving air—and upper-room
germicidal UV (GUV). Ions (bipolar ions
and related catalytic hydrogen peroxide
[H2O2] generators) were not prominent
interventions at that time. The purpose of
this commentary is to update that discussion
regarding airborne viral infections (COVID19 but also seasonal influenza and possible
future pandemics) and current technologies,
including advances in GUV, air cleaners, and
chemical air disinfectants.
The COVID-19 pandemic has stimulated
a plethora of environmental solutions—
some new, some old, some with a sound

Figure 1. Limitation

scientific rationale and independent evidence of efficacy and safety, others without
a solid rationale or independent evidence.
Despite their differences, promotions for
these various environmental solutions
almost always claim 99.9% or greater
reduction in pathogens. Some basic principles may help in separating interventions
likely to be effective from those less likely
to be protective. I will emphasize 2 critical
considerations not always evident in the
current recommendations or reviews.

To be effective, the rate of air disinfection
(pathogen removal) must be sufficient to
exceed the rate of pathogen generation.
For highly infectious viral pathogens like
measles and the Omicron variant of
SARS-CoV-2, the pathogen generation
rate may exceed the capacity of entire
categories of interventions, like mechanical ventilation or room air cleaners.2

The most effective air disinfection is
likely to be in the room where transmission is occurring—not in the building
ventilation system.

Assessing Building Ventilation
To enable comparisons between engineering interventions it is convenient to use
1 of the 2 common ways in which building
ventilation is quantified: room air changes
per hour (ACH). For this approach, the
required ventilation is determined by room
volume independent of occupancy, although
average room occupancy is assumed. The
other common quantifying method is based
on occupancy, for example 20 cu ft/min of
outside air per occupant in office buildings.3
The total ventilation also assumes average
occupancy for the space. The occupancybased measure of ventilation makes most
sense for air contaminants that increase
with occupancy, like carbon dioxide (CO2)

Common to All Air Disinfection Strategies2

120
Probability of infection

BY EDWARD NARDELL, MD

Similar to ventilation where
 First AC removed 63% of contaminated air

80

 Second AC removed 63% of what is left
 Third AC removed 63% of what is left, etc.

40

Possible to equate ventilation and effects of GUV
 When GUV inactivates 63% of infectious organisms
6000
2000
Ventilation, cu ft/min

in a room, 1 equivalent air change has occurred.

The relationship between building ventilation and the probability of infection, showing a typical curve where a greater and greater ventilation rate is required to produce smaller
and smaller increments in protection. This is a limitation to all disinfection strategies, but GUV has the advantage of being able to achieve very high levels of equivalent ventilation
compared with what can be produced by mechanical ventilation or room air cleaners.2 Slide courtesy of the author.
AC, air change; cu ft/min, cubic feet per minute; GUV, germicidal ultraviolet.
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Figure 2a.
Cost of 1 Equivalent
ACH in the Patient⁵

AEROLIFEL

$109,28

TREE 100

POTOK 150M01

VENTILATION

$14.44

Environmental controls
Figure 2b. Relative
Economical Efficiency
(Ventilation = 1,0)⁵

$1,00

$0,47

$0,95

AEROLIFEL

TREE 100

$9.41

POTOK 150M01

In 1991, I wrote an article on the theoretical
limits of protection provided by building
ventilation against airborne infection,
using the Wells-Riley equation to analyze
an epidemiological investigation of extensive TB transmission in an office building with limited outdoor air ventilation.
Whereas 40% of vulnerable occupants (27
of 67) had been infected at a building ventilation rate estimated at 15 cu ft/min outside
air per occupant, the analysis showed that
at twice the outdoor air ventilation—a very
high ventilation rate for an office building—still 20% of occupants likely would
be infected. Moreover, to reduce the rate
to a still unacceptable 10% (7 individuals),
an unrealistic 60 cu ft/min per occupant
outdoor air ventilation rate per occupant
would be needed (Figure 12). Clearly,
ventilation alone, although adequate for
removing CO₂ and odors, is not adequate
for preventing person-to-person airborne
transmission of infection when the source
is highly infectious or the exposure long,
as in this case of TB transmission over a
1-month period.
Building ventilation, normally designed
for occupant comfort, is rarely adequate for
effective air disinfection in the room where
transmission is occurring. Comfort-level
ventilation requires additional in-room air
disinfection. Currently, there are 3 types

$142,96

$135,91

VENTILATION

Is Ventilation Always Enough?

$286,74

UVGI

tantly to the transmission of COVID-19,
higher-level filtration (MERV 13) has been
strongly recommended for HVAC systems
in schools and other public places. Although
higher-retention filters will remove some
respiratory pathogens as well as pollen,
dust, etc, they will likely have little impact
on SARS-CoV-2 transmission if the virus
is not being recirculated to a substantial
degree. If greater flow resistance through
higher-retention filters reduces HVAC flow
rates, filters may increase the risk of in-room
transmission. Finally, to an occupant sharing
air in a room with an infectious source, there
is little comfort knowing that air will be
decontaminated only after it leaves the room
through the exhaust duct.

UVGI

production and body odor. For airborne
infection control, however, there may be just
1 infectious source case in a room of 10 or
20 individuals, and a volume-based ventilation recommendation makes more sense
than an occupancy-based one, although both
are important and valid.
One air change in a well-mixed room
removes 63% of room air contaminants.
The next room air change removes 63%
of what remains, and a third 63% of what
remains, etc. Each subsequent air change
removes a smaller absolute amount of contaminant at greater cost in terms of energy
for heating, cooling, and dehumidification,
as well as demands on the HVAC system
ducts and blowers. The well-known CDC
recommendation4 of 6 to 12 ACH outside
air for respiratory isolation achieves a high
percentage reduction in air contamination
but does not assume ongoing production
of contaminants (ie, the presence of 1 or
more infectious source cases in the room).
With a highly infectious source, like some
Omicron cases, even 6 to 12 ACH may
be insufficient to reduce viral concentrations—and 6 to 12 ACH outside air is
well beyond the capacity of all but highly
advanced ventilation systems designed
for hospital isolation rooms, laboratories,
and specialized manufacturing settings.
The requirement of outside air assumes
that recirculating contaminants within
buildings, although diluting them with
air from contaminant-free rooms on the
same ventilation circuit, still allows for
contaminant buildup and possible roomto-room transmission. Although this has
been observed with such infections as
measles and TB, there are few convincing
reports of room-to-room COVID-19 transmission without in-room contact between
individuals, even on ships. SARS-CoV-2 is
an envelope virus, especially environmentally fragile compared with other viruses
and bacteria. Turbulence, high-velocity
impact on surfaces and on fan/blower
blades, and high humidity are likely to
inactivate SARS-CoV-2.
Despite the lack of evidence that roomto-room transmission is contributing impor-

$1,24

Environmental controls
Unpublished study conducted by colleagues in Russia.
Aerosolized test microorganisms were used to compare

the air decontamination efficacy and cost per equivalent
ACH. The air cleaners included 2 commercial models
and the Russian device (Potok) used in the Russian
Soyuz space capsule. By far the least expensive way to
produce the air decontamination equivalent of 1 ACH
was upper-room GUV (UVGI, Figure 2a). In terms of
relative efficiency, GUV was approximately 9.4 times more
cost-effective (Figure 2b). (Data courtesy of Drs Grigory
Volchenkov and Paul Jensen)5
ACH, air change per hour; GUV, germicidal ultraviolet;
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of technology for in-room air disinfection
marketed as safe and effective. They are
as follows:
room air cleaners
upper-room or whole-room GUV
chemical methods (H2O2 and bipolar
ion generation)
Although there are industry-sponsored
chamber studies suggesting that H 2O2
and bipolar ions can be effective, these
approaches vary greatly from product to
product, and there is little peer-reviewed
evidence of safety and efficacy under
actual application conditions. Environmental chemists are concerned with unanticipated reactions with other chemicals in
rooms, such as volatile cleaning products.
In my view, additional research on chemical air disinfection is warranted before it
is widely deployed. I will focus on room air
cleaners and GUV—both long-established
technologies.

The Cost of Adding Equivalent
Air Changes
For any alternative air disinfection technology, when pathogens are reduced by
63%, 1 equivalent air change (EqACH) is
said to have occurred (Figure 1).2 This
allows comparisons in terms of the cost
of providing, for example, 6 ACH though
mechanical ventilation vs room air cleaners or GUV. A study conducted in a TB
hospital in Vladimir, Russia, in collaboration with the CDC, offered a head-to-head
comparison by aerosolizing test bacteria
in an unoccupied hospital room and measuring their removal by quantitative air
sampling. The results of this unpublished
study are shown in Figures 2a and 2b.5
Room air cleaners are a theoretically
sound approach to in-room air disinfection, but there are some major limitations.
Countless models are marketed using
filters, GUV, and even plasma technology
claiming to destroy pathogens, not merely
retain them in a filter. Whether organisms are inactivated by UV or another
technology or retained in a filter is unimportant. All that matters from a room air
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disinfection perspective is the effective
EqACH rate. Each room air cleaner has
a clean air delivery rate (CADR) for a
specific contaminant—the result of both
the flow rate and the per pass removal/
inactivation efficiency. Because the per
pass inactivation rate for most pathogens
usually approaches 100%, the CADR and
total flow rate through the device are
usually essentially the same. Advertisements often point to the high single-pass
efficiency as proof of efficacy, but it is not.
Unless the room is very small or the air
cleaner is very large (or there are many
of them), getting all room air through
a fan-driven device at a rate equivalent
to even 6 ACH is a challenge because of
noise and drafts. Often, room air cleaners
contribute just 1 or 2 EqACH. That may
not be insignificant if there is little or no
other ventilation, but it is hardly highly
effective air disinfection. Short-circuiting
of just processed air back into the device
when intake and outlet are near each other
is another reason why the ACH rate may
not be an effective ACH rate. In Figures 2a
and 2b, 3 different room air cleaners were
tested against 2 microbial test aerosols
in an actual unoccupied hospital patient
room where HVAC system installing and
operating costs were known and could be
compared with the cost and effectiveness
of upper-room GUV and 3 available room
air cleaners, including an expensive model
with plasma technology used in the Soyuz
space capsule. The results show that the
least cost per equivalent AC is upper-room
UV. Upper-room UV was nearly 10 times
more cost-effective than mechanical ventilation in that setting. The GUV fixtures
used were inexpensive (less than $200
each) locally made devices to meet Russian
performance criteria.

How Well Does GUV Work?
I have referred to several chamber studies
in which test organisms are aerosolized
and their reduction with GUV or air cleaners quantified. Because they are conducted
under controlled conditions, such studies
constitute much of the evidence that GUV

is effective. But are there any real-world
studies or field trials of GUV to show how
well it works in reality? There are few
because of how difficult such studies are
to design and carry out. Perhaps the most
impressive was conducted in schools outside of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, where
measles was shown to be prevented in
2 suburban schools by upper-room UV.
Similar results were published for an
observational study of seasonal influenza
in a hospital already equipped with GUV
for TB transmission control.6,7
GUV air and surface disinfection technology has advanced greatly since the
onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.5 Conventional 254-nm mercury upper-room GUV
has been joined by 265-nm to 275-nm LED
upper-room sources. Most importantly,
new 222-nm krypton chloride far UV
lamps are being deployed for whole-room
germicidal UV in occupied rooms.8 The
efficacy and cost-effectiveness of upperroom GUV is attributable to the treatment
of a large swath of upper room all at once
as opposed to having to draw air through a
box for filtration or internal UV treatment
(Figure 3). Rising warm air in most occupied rooms with or without mixing fans
allows the entire room air to be rapidly
disinfected, equivalent to 10 to 24 ACH
in some published reports without noise
or risk to room occupants when properly
installed.9 Far UV has the advantage of
directly treating the air around room
occupants, interrupting airborne viruses
between the infectious source and other
occupants. EqACH of 35 or more has been
reported in test chamber studies.10
Safety concerns have been a barrier to
the wide application of upper-room GUV,
but less so for far UV. Between 254 nm
and 275 nm UV must be confined to the
upper room to avoid eye exposure above a
well-established dose; this is referred to as
threshold limit value (TLV).11,12 Accidental
overexposure can cause transient but
painful eye irritation and skin reddening,
which is similar but less severe than more
penetrating UV A and B in sunlight. Properly installed upper-room UV should cause
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Figure 3.

Upper-Room GUV Disinfects a Large Volume of Air at Once

JACOB LUND@STOCK.ADOBE.COM

In summary, I have emphasized that effective air disinfection for highly infectious
pathogens like the Omicron variant of
COVID-19 needs to be high—more than
the 6 to 12 ACH recommended by CDC,
and in the room where transmission is
occurring as opposed to in the ventilation
system. Although room air cleaners can
be effective in relatively small rooms,
in large-volume spaces it is difficult to
achieve high rates of effective EqACH
due to noise, drafts, short-circuiting of
air, and the flow-limits of the machines
themselves. The most effective and cost-effective approach to large volume rooms to
achieve the high rates of EqACH needed
for the Omicron strain is GUV upper room
and, increasingly, 222 nm far UV.10 The
role of chemical air disinfection, bipolar
ionization, and H2O2 generators is less clear
pending additional research, especially in
application-like settings.
EDWARD NARDELL, MD, is a professor of
medicine (global health) at Harvard Medical School
and a professor of public health (Environmental
Health; Immunology and Infectious Diseases) at
the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health,
both in Boston, Massachusetts.
REFERENCES AVAILABLE AT
INFECTIONCONTROLTODAY.COM
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no adverse effects of any kind. Workers
who are directly exposed to GUV lamps,
whether during painting or cleaning of the
upper room, may quickly exceed the TLV
and experience the equivalent of welder’s
flash. Although painful, there are no longterm consequences of acute GUV eye injury.
Normal corneal cell turnover replaces
damaged cells over the course of a few days.
However, 222 nm penetrates human tissues
so little that symptomatic eye overexposure
is highly unlikely, especially when fixtures
are ceiling mounted and shine downward
as in the installation pictured in Figure 4.8
Barriers to the wider use of GUV remain
and include, for example, access to technical expertise to plan, install, and maintain
GUV systems. This is rapidly changing
with greater use.

Upper-room germicidal ultraviolet (GUV) light has the advantage over room air cleaners in disinfecting large volumes of
air at once. Upward (and downward) convection currents ensure adequate vertical air mixing under most occupied room
conditions, but ceiling fans can greatly increase efficiency where they are appropriate. Slide courtesy of the author.
F indicates GUV fixture.

Figure 4.
Ceiling-Mounted Far Ultraviolet Light Installation8

The installation of 222-nm far UV fixtures in a Boston, Massachusetts, piano bar where singing occurs. The fixtures
are the 2 square devices that resemble smoke detectors. A cone of 222-nm germicidal ultraviolet light produces high
equivalent air changes per hour air disinfection in the breathing zone. (Photo courtesy of the author)
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The IP Relationship With Clinical Staff Is
a Critical Partnership
The COVID-19 pandemic strengthened the relationship between infection preventionists and
clinicians, but how can both parties ensure continued collaboration? BY REBECCA LEACH, MPH, RN, CIC

I

nfection preventionists are like coaches.
We often facilitate the work of a team,
assess strengths, teach skills where
there are opportunities or gaps, devise
strategies for preventing health care–
acquired infections, and look at long-term
outcomes and goals. Like coaches, infection preventionists have different styles of
collaborating with team members. Each
infection preventionist brings personal
experience and collaborative style to the
role. Also, the culture of an organization
can sometimes influence how relationships develop.
As novice infection preventionists,
many of us learned how to function as
leaders based on whom we trained with.
Infection prevention remains a field in
which training often is done through
hands-on, learn-as-you-go methodology.
Additionally, each infection preventionist
brings a style of relationship building.
When I was a novice infection preventionist, I had the benefit of being trained
by a mentor who exemplified how best
to engage with clinical staff at all levels.
My mentor had been in her role for many
years and had worked for the organization
as a staff nurse before moving into infection prevention. She made relationship
building a priority for the program and
knew how important it was to success.
She taught me to listen first, learn what
the needs of the clinical staff are, and
communicate with empathy and compassion. Those techniques set the baseline for
building trust.
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Earning Trust
Infection preventionists without clinical
backgrounds in nursing sometimes have
a more difficult path to earning the trust
of clinical staff. However, the same skills
are effective in beginning the collaboration: Approach clinical staff to learn about
their field, treat them as the subject matter
experts, and be open to learning from them.
Similarly, clinical staff can have a
history of how they have worked with
infection preventionists, quality, safety,
and similar departments. Depending
on the culture of the organization, an
unspoken hierarchy can exist within
which certain role groups interact. If an
organization has this type of hierarchy,
it can be challenging for nonclinical or
administrative departments, such as
infection prevention, to engage clinical
staff. Without that engagement, infection
prevention initiatives will not succeed.

Reading the Room
Some of the interaction between professional groups stems from sociological and
psychological dynamics of group relationships. The more infection preventionists
can be aware of these dynamics, the better they will be at overcoming potential
negative impacts. For example, concepts
such as social identity and community
of practice have inherent limitations to
inclusiveness across professions and even
within professional groups of different
subspecialties.1 In these instances, the
groups see themselves as superior in

knowledge and experience, and may value
their own contributions as more important
than those of other groups involved in
patient care.1 These dynamics have been
shown to inhibit quality initiatives and
must be addressed early in the planning
stages of programs.
There have been efforts to develop
methodologies addressing these barriers
in group dynamics. Overall, they are best
overcome when the approach to solving
issues is truly multidisciplinary and based
on concepts similar to safety culture, in
which there is no hierarchy and each voice
is valued and respected. Infection preventionists can also overcome some of these
barriers by continuing to develop interpersonal relationships with clinical staff.

Playing for the Same Team
Infection prevention initiatives and programs need collaboration to be effective
and to achieve desired outcomes. Health
care facilities need to align with clinical
staff to make changes, including cultural and behavioral shifts, to spread
those desired changes across a multifaceted organization, and to sustain those
changes in the face of evolving priorities
and growth.2 Infection preventionists can
start to address these challenges by identifying key stakeholders, learning what
is important to them and what would get
their buy-in, making relationship-building
efforts a priority, and helping stakeholders
take ownership of the changes.2
On the positive side, studies have
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shown that training in teamwork and
effective communication in health care
settings does translate to improved patient
outcomes. 3 Additionally, studies have
shown that teams with higher levels of
trust and quality information exchange
do have direct impacts on patients’ satisfaction, pain scores, and length of stay.3
These types of studies can very easily be
translated to prevention of health care–
associated infections as well.

WAVEBREAKMEDIAMICRO@STOCK.ADOBE.COM

Leading by Example
Leadership styles also impact the ability
of the clinical team to have positive relationships, because infection preventionists
are formal and/or informal leaders in a
health care organization. In particular,
transformational leadership styles have
been associated with improved quality
outcomes for patients.4 Transformational
leadership is based on creating relationships and motivating staff through clear
communication and shared vision.4 It is
imperative that infection preventionists
are aware of their leadership styles and
attempt to build skills in areas where
they may not have experience in order
to utilize their position in the facility to
act as leaders who will enhance patient
outcomes through collaboration.
One positive outcome of the pandemic
response has been an improvement in the
relationship between infection prevention
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and clinical staff. Infection preventionists
were often at the head of pandemic efforts,
working early on to understand the guidance for COVID-19 response; tirelessly
providing updates, education, and plans to
health care teams; and working with facility administration on incident commands
to help establish processes. The infection
preventionist had the opportunity to
engage with clinical staff at all levels and
could provide updates on research, as well
as offer an empathetic ear to staff feeling
the burden of the unknown. In this role,
functioning as part of that clinical team
in such an emotionally charged setting,
infection preventionists were able to
increase trust and establish relationships
with clinical staff that will carry forward
in all other initiatives.

Future State
Building on collaborative relationships
that arose from COVID-19 pandemic
response, infection preventionists can
use their social capital to maintain that
momentum. Team building, meeting
with unit-based councils, and involving
direct care staff from the beginning are
all ways to engage and sustain those
relationships. Across the country, we have
seen an increase in health care–associated
infections since the pandemic started.

Many years of improvements in quality
and patient safety are seemingly reversed.
The work of infection preventionists has
not decreased since 2020. However, infection preventionists are not alone in their
efforts. All of health care is delivered in
the context of human relationships. The
quality and safety of that care will be
improved when those relationships are
strong and at the center of an organization’s care delivery model.
REBECCA LEACH, MPH, RN, CIC, has been
an infection preventionist since 2010 with a
background in nursing and epidemiology. Leach,
a member of the Infection Control Today® Editorial
Advisory Board, works at a health care system in
Phoenix, Arizona, that includes 5 hospitals and more
than 100 outpatient treatment centers.
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Nova Encompass
Patient Warming
System
Patients going through the perioperative process need to sustain normal
body temperature, and medical facilities may have difficulty maintaining
proper room temperature for each patient. To attempt to combat this problem, facilities commonly use forced-air warming (FAW); however, FAW can
come with health risks.
Recently, Encompass has developed and introduced the Nova Encompass Patient Warming System. The patent-pending technology is a “unique
heating element” that “uses a novel carbon veil technology,” says the Nova
website. Encompass is the first company to incorporate this technology into
a disposable medical product, according to the website.
This warming system can follow the patient throughout the entire perioperative journey because it is virtually silent, has high-efficiency heat delivery,
and no moving parts. It maintains patient normothermia; for infection protection, it has no air movement, avoiding hypothermia and risks associated
with forced-air warming systems.
“Forced-air warming is a commonly used method of patient warming to
reduce patient perioperative hypothermia and minimize associated surgical complications. However, even when properly managed, FAW units may
contribute to greater environmental bacterial load and infection risk,” the
company notes on its website. When FAW is in use, the risk for surgical site
infections is present as demonstrated in a study discussed in the abstract. Of
the 320 samples collected, 42.5% revealed higher than minimum accepted
pathogen levels.
The Nova blanket was designed with both the patient and caregiver in
mind. The Nova blanket is user friendly, easy to apply, and stays in place
while it banks patients’ heat before surgery, so they remain warm during
and after surgery. Clinicians and nurses remain cool and comfortable.

UV Blue SHO Technology
for HVAC
Keeping adults and children safe from airborne viruses
and bacteria has always been important, but COVID-19
has made it even more vital. A new product from UVC
LLC aims to combat germs in the air. UV Blue SHO
Technology for HVAC uses UV-C 254-nm germicidal
lights, which, according to the company, have been
most effective at killing germs for over 90 years.
The company uses these ozone-free UV-C germicidal lights because they are “often used in hospitals
to fight airborne illnesses and drug-resistant ‘superbugs,’ ” as it notes in the news release. Also, UVC
LLC’s exclusive Blue SHO Technology for HVAC “has
the highest killing power of any other germicidal UV
lamp or system offered today,” according to the release.
UVC LLC says its Blue SHO Technology kills up to
99.9% of COVID-19 variants, flus, colds, and diseases,
and can be installed in HVAC systems in minutes at
a quarter of the price of the competition.
UVC LLC’s Smart Ballast Technology has the highest
electrical efficiency and is designed, tested, and made
in the United States. The company has been around
since 1976. Its mission is “to serve communities by
creating and installing the safest, most effective air
and surface disinfection products on the market,” as
noted on the website.

uvcllc.com

Encompassgroup.com

Healthmark Industries Releases Newest Borescope, FIS-007
To protect patients, health care professionals
often need to inspect areas or objects that
they cannot see with the unaided eye but
need to do so without destroying the area
or the item. The instrument they use with
mechanical items is a borescope.
Healthmark Industries recently introduced the FIS-007 to its ProSys Optical
Inspection product line to meet this need. “It
is a borescope designed to visually inspect
internal channels of potentially soiled or
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damaged items with enhanced light, vision,
and magnification,” the company said in a
news release.
The company explains the features in
the news release: “The FIS-007 features a
modular design with interchangeable flexible
inspection scope attachments available in
diameters of 1.06 mm and 1.9 mm. These
scopes have a working length of 110 cm
and attach to a 13.3-cm-wide × 9.9-cm-long
× 4.7-cm-high control box, allowing for

light level adjustments, image capture, and video recording. The 1.06-mm scope
is designed to inspect
internal channels of 1.1 mm
in diameter or larger, and the
1.9-mm scope is designed to inspect internal
channels of 2.0 mm in diameter or larger.”

hmark.com
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The first and only.
Times two.

Sani-HyPerCide Disinfectant

Sani-24 Wipe

®

®

First and only EPA registered
disinfectant with CAD technology.

First and only ready-to-use hydrogen
peroxide formula that kills C. diff.3

+ Continuously Active
Disinfection (CAD) helps
control HAI-causing
ESKAPE pathogens, for
up to 24 hours.1

+ Powerful disinfection and
versatile compatibility in
a unique ready-to-use
hydrogen peroxide
formulation that kills
C. diff. in 5 minutes.

+ Reduce cross-contamination
even after multiple touches.
+ Save money, time and labor.
+ Protect your patients, staff,
and facility with confidence
and control, even between
disinfection protocols.

Powered By

+ Potential for SKU reduction
and cost savings. Can be
used facility-wide in either
daily or terminal disinfection.
+ More compatible on surfaces
and materials than competitive
bleach products.4,5

Visit pdihc.com/dual-innovation
CAD is effective against ESKAPE pathogens: Acinetobacter baumannii MDR, Enterobacter aerogenes, Enterobacter aerogenes MDR,
Enterococcus faecalis VRE (Vancomycin resistant enterococcus), New Delhi Metallo-beta-lactamase-1 (NDM-1) producing Klebsiella
pneumoniae (CRE – Carbapenem resistant Enterobacteriaceae), Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus
aureus MRSA (Methicillin Resistant).
2
Microban is a registered trademark of Microban International Ltd.
3
Clostridioides difficile spores formerly known as Clostridium difficile spores.
4
Data on file.
5
Always refer to device manufacturer’s instructions for use.
1
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